
Rugged, reliable mixing solutions 
Mixers | V-Series, H-5 Series, 5-Gallon and GyroMixer



Energy efficient and easy to use 
The ideal solution for larger scale environments, the H-5 Mixer uses an aggressive dual rotation mixing action to 

mix paint and coatings quickly and quietly. Accommodating 5-gallon containers, and adaptable for 1-gallon use, 

the H-5’s non-slip gear is designed for years of maintenance-free reliable operation. In addition, an ergonomically 

designed cabinet allows workers to work closer to the mixer to reduce fatigue and increase productivity.

H-5 Series Mixer  

Extensive features for optimum workflow

Complements the V-Series 1-gallon version for high-
performance color blending

High speed, dual rotation vortex mixing method does  
not aerate paint

Robust design delivers improved stability and reduced noise

Well suited for variety of larger paint outlets: 
 - High-volume paint stores 
 - Home center paint departments  
 - Independent paint and decorating dealers

Easy to operate

Programmable Digital Timer  
Easy to set three mix cycles with “one-touch” controls

LED Display 
Shows mixing time and life cycle count

Flip Up Cover 
Easy access to components for maintenance and service

Easy Drop-in Design 
Ergonomically correct to prevent back strain on employees

Adjustable Feet  
Level mixing improves mixing quality and life of machine

Safe 
Fully enclosed cabinet with safety interlock switch stops 
mixing when door is open



Excellent performance for outstanding color blending  
Designed for optimum flexibility and versatility, V-Series vortex mixers are the only devices truly balanced for both 

square and round can applications. Easily adapted to handle quarts and pints, V-Series mixers can be stacked for 

space saving configuration while delivering high-quality performance.

V-Series Mixer  

Making it easier to keep things moving

High-speed, dual rotation vortex mixing method does  
not aerate paint

Mixes square and round 1-gallon containers; pints  
and quarts, with included adapter

Improved stability and reduced noise

Small size/footprint fits limited-space floors,  
countertops and can be stacked

Easy drop-in design is ergonomically designed to  
prevent back strain on employees

Equipped for performance and convenience

Programmable Digital Timer 
Easy to set three mix cycles with “one-touch” controls

LED Display 
Shows mixing time and life cycle count

Convenient Can Clamps 
Keeps lid from opening during mix cycle

Flip Up Cover 
Easy access to components for maintenance and service

Adjustable Feet 
Level mixing improves mixing quality and life of machine

Safe 
Fully enclosed cabinet with safety interlock switch stops 
mixing when door is open

V1® Model 
Designed to mix square and round 1-gallon containers

VR1® Model 
Designed to mix round 1-gallon containers only



For all sizes, it’s the perfect fit 
Fluid Management’s Harbil 5-Gallon Heavy Duty Mixer offers rugged components that dramatically reduce downtime 

and increase reliability for retail, commercial and contractor centers. With a minimal-vibration patented design, this 

mixer operates safely while mixing quickly and quietly. Engineered for versatility, the Harbil Mixer represents a 

full-featured unit that can handle everything from quarts to 5-gallon containers.

Harbil® 5-Gallon Heavy Duty Mixer

Reliable and ready to make an impact

Mixes a variety of sizes and quantities of containers

Excellent performance and outstanding blending

Long lasting, proven performance for over 30 years

Heavy duty design for improved stability and reduced noise

Feature-rich for ideal performance, 
convenience and safety

Automatic Clamping Plate 
Shakes entire cases of paints and colorants

Patented Design 
Minimal vibration ensuring safe and quiet operation

Easy loading design 
Slides easily from conveyor into mixer 

Reversible Door 
Accommodates store layout for added convenience 

Adjustable feet 
Level mixing improves mixing quality and life of machine

Safe 
Fully enclosed cabinet with safety interlock prevents  
operation when door is open



Miller GyroMixer® 

Built for the modern paint department 
Featuring a heavy-duty shake frame that eliminates bolt shearing and a durable door design, the Miller GyroMixer 

is constructed to stand up to the most demanding commercial applications. Its small footprint and quiet operation 

also make it the perfect 1- and 5-gallon mixer for paint centers. The GyroMixer effectively handles a variety of 

container sizes with the speed and consistency that only comes with gyroscopic mix motion.

There’s no better way to mix

Gyroscopic motion is the fastest and most superior  
method of mixing

Mixes a variety of containers and heavy materials such  
as stucco 

Explosion-proof option available

Excellent performance to effectively blend the toughest 
colorants and materials

Long lasting, proven reliability for over 30 years 

Rugged design for improved stability and reduced noise

Well-equipped for smooth operation

Secure  
Locks in containers without crushing or slipping

Easy loading design 
Slides easily from conveyor into mixer with roller front

Programmable Digital Timer 
Easy to set three mix cycles with “one-touch” controls

Adjustable feet 
Level mixing improves mixing quality and life of machine

Mobile 
Move machine easily with casters; secure it in place with 
adjustable feet

Safe 
Fully enclosed cabinet with door lock prevents  
door from opening until mixer motion stops



For more information on how we can help increase your sales and productivity, call 800.462.2466.
Fluid Management Inc., 1023 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling IL. 60090, f: 847.537.3221   www.fluidman.com

Specifications

34755-0910 Rev. B

V-Series H-5 Series Harbil® 5-Gallon Miller GyroMixer®

Mixing Motion: Vortex Vortex Orbital Gyroscopic

Load Capacity: Up to 14 lbs. Up to 80 lbs. Up to 80 lbs. Up to 125 lbs.

Container 
Size(s):

1-gallon; Quart or Pint   
(with included adapter)

5-gallon; 1-gallon  
(with included adapter)

Cases and Containers from  
.5" - 17.5" H (approx. ½ pint up to  
5 gallons)

Containers from  
3.5" - 16" H (approx.  
1 pint to 5 gallons)

Mix Cycle Time: Digital Timer - three-button, 
programmable from 1-5 minutes 
(Factory default 1.5, 2, and  
3 minutes)

Digital Timer - three-button, 
programmable from 1-5 minutes  
(Factory default 1.5, 2, and  
3 minutes)

Mechanical Timer - dial allows 
1-3 minute selection 

Digital Timer - three-button, 
programmable from 1-5 minutes  
(Factory default 1.5, 2, and  
3 minutes)

Size (WxDxH): V1®: 17" x 24" x 26" 
VR1®: 17" x 24" x 28"

24.5" x 32.5" x 40.5" 28" x 28" x 45.5" 32" x 28" x 39.5" 

Weight: V1: 165 lbs. 
VR1: 117 lbs.

290 lbs. 470 lbs. 400 lbs.

Power: 120v 60Hz or 220v 50Hz or 60Hz 120v 60Hz or 220v 50Hz 120v 60Hz or 220v 50Hz or 60Hz 120v 60Hz or 240v 50Hz or 60Hz

Compliance: UL, FCC, CSA UL, FCC, CSA UL, FCC, CSA UL, FCC, CSA

Warranty: 2 years parts, 1 year labor 2 years parts, 1 year labor 2 years parts, 1 year labor 2 years parts, 1 year labor

Options: Mechanical Timer - dial allows 
1-4 minute mix cycles

Door Lock Switch - for additional 
safety, door remains locked until 
mixing cycle has completed. 
(available with mechanical timer 
option only)

Mechanical Timer - dial allows 
1-4 minute mix cycles

Mechanical Timer - dial allows 
1-3 minute mix cycles

Explosion Proof Model - for 
mixing in hazardous locations, 
includes explosion proof  
motor and mechanical timer  
dial that allows 1-4 minute  
mixing cycles

Accessories: Adapters - custom designed 
for unique supplier containers, 
contact Fluid Management for 
more information

Adapter - for 1-gallon round 
containers

Floor Stands - stack two mixers 
or elevate mixer to conveyor 
height

Floor Stands -  elevate mixer to 
conveyor height

Conveyors - smoothly connects 
mixer to dispensers or other 
mixers - available in 4', 6', and  
8' sections

Conveyors - smoothly connects 
mixer to dispensers or other 
mixers - available in 4', 6', and  
8' sections

Conveyors - smoothly connects 
mixer to dispensers or other 
mixers - available in 4', 6', and  
8' sections

Conveyors - smoothly connects 
mixer to dispensers or other 
mixers - available in 4', 6', and  
8' sections

90º Conveyor Curve - connects 
conveyors

90º Conveyor Curve - connects 
conveyors

90º Conveyor Curve - connects 
conveyors

Conveyor Stop - stops 
containers at end of conveyor 
when queuing

Conveyor Stop - stops 
containers at end of conveyor 
when queuing

Conveyor Stop - stops 
containers at end of conveyor 
when queuing

Surge Protector Surge Protector Surge Protector Surge Protector

Can/Lid Sealer Can/Lid Sealer Can/Lid Sealer Can/Lid Sealer

Fluid Management products are backed by FM Direct, our 

nationwide team of phone and field service engineers. Providing 

you with local, hands-on support, over 30 factory-direct service 

technicians deliver expertise when and where you need it.

• 24/7 multilingual tech support
• Professional installation and on-site operator training
• Fully-stocked parts inventory on FM Direct vans
• Extended warranty and preventive maintenance programs

Service


